
DIVERGENCE OF APPROXIMATING POLYNOMIALS1

PHILIP C CURTIS, JR.

I. Introduction. Let/be continuous and periodic on the interval

[0, 27r). For each integer » let F„ be a set of mn (mn^2n + l) points,

equally spaced modulo 27r, from the interval [0, 27r). Let pnif, x)

= öo+Et-i iak cos kx+bk sin kx) be the trigonometric polynomial

of order » which approximates / best on Fn in the sense of least

squares. Let ||/|| =supoSxS2r |/(x)|. For each continuous / let Pn be

the operator defined by iPnf)ix)=pnif, x). It is easy to verify that

P„ is linear and idempotent iPl = Pn)- Hence, by a theorem of

Nikolaev [2, p. 494]

||P,|| =  sup ||Pn/|| £■—-log».
M Si 4vt

Applying the uniform boundedness principle one infers that there

exists a continuous function / such that P„/ fails to converge to /

uniformly. This, of course, does not prove that there is a point x,

and a continuous function / such that supn | (Pn/)(x)| = °°. It is our

purpose in this paper to investigate this latter question of pointwise

divergence. Call a point x a point of divergence if the above diver-

gence phenomenon occurs at that point. Our two main results can

be stated as follows. For each choice of the sets F„ the set of points

of divergence in [0, 2ir) is the complement of a set of the first category.

If the number of points in F„, namely mn, satisfies

m„        ir
hm sup-> —— >

n   '    »       V2

then every point x is a point of divergence.

The central tool used to prove both these results is the fact that

the approximating operators P„ for equally spaced points are trans-

lation invariant for a point x„, namely xn = 2ir/mn- Indeed, if we de-

note by Ta the operator defined by (Taf)(x) =f(x+a) =fa(x), TXnPn

= PnTx„. In this setting the two results may be stated in the follow-

ing way. Let Q„ be a projection from the space S of continuous peri-

odic functions on [0, 2ir) onto the space of trigonometric polynomials
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of degree ^re satisfying TXnQn = QnTXK where xn = 2ir/mn and m„ is a

positive integer. Then if supB mn= <x>, points of divergence for the

sequence of projections Q„ are of the second category. If lim sup» mn/n

>tt/\/2, then every point x is a point of divergence.

II. We first state and prove the theorem of Nikolaev for the inter-

val [0, 27r). The proof is a slight modification of the one in [2, p. 494],

Theorem 1. Let Qn be a projection of 6 onto the trigonometric poly-

nomials of degree ¿j«. Then \\Qn\\ â(l/4VV) log re.

Proof. It is well known [2, p. 88] that for all », x

i, sin kx I

Therefore if

cosx
fx)-+ +

Ú 2V*.

cos »x     cos(» + 2)x

1 1

cos(2» + l)x

+ cos »(x — t)

w    sin. kx
fix) = 2 sin(» + l)x H --— ;

*-i       k

and |/(x)| g 4 y/v.
Since Qn is linear and idempotent,

cos (x — /)
(&/-«)(*) =-- +

n

2n+l

+   H  ifkix) cos H + gkix) sin kt)
t-n+2

where/*, g* are trigonometric polynomials of degree ^». Now

B    1        i   ~2*

iog«áET = r       (Qnfùit)dt
k— 1    k ¿T J 0

g   sup   H&ll ||/_(|| g ||Q,||4Vt.
0álS2I

Consequently ||Q„|| ^(lAVir) log » as required.

Next we verify the translation invariance property for least squares

approximating polynomials on sets F„ of points equally spaced

modulo 27T. We write F„= {x[n)}, k = l, • • • , mn, and set xj;n)=yn

+2rk/m„, where w„^2» + l. Usually we shall abbreviate Xt"' to xk.

Lemma 1. If Pn is the least squares approximating operator with re-
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sped to P„, then T,nPH=PnTCn where zn = 2ir/mn.

Proof.

2   ^2, sin (« -f s)x
iPnf)ix) =-E/(**)A,(* - xk)    where    ön(x) = .-

»*„ í_i 2 sin 5X

Therefore

2   m»

(T^Pnf)ix)   = - E/(**)£>»(* + Z» - **)
mn k=x

2   m»

=  - E/(Z» + **)#.(* - **)   =   iPnT,nf)ix).
mn k-x

Theorem 2. For each n let Qn be a projection from 6 onto the trigono-

metric polynomials of degree ^ ». Suppose for infinitely many positive

integers »,-, there exist integers m,-for which T2T/mjQnj = QnjT2T/nj. If

sup,- m¡= oo, then the set of points of divergence for the sequence {Qn} is

the complement of a set of the first category in [0, 27r).

Proof. By further refining the sequence n¡ we may assume

limy m¡= ». Suppose the set S of points of convergence is of the

second category. If xES, then iQnf)ix)—>fix) lor each /GS, and by

the uniform boundedness principle

sup sup | iQnf)ix)\   < ».
n    0/1 SI

Setting Sk = {x : sup„ supj/j si | ((?„/) (x) | Ú k} we have Sk is a closed

subset of [0, 27r), and 5 = Ui°_1 Sk. Therefore Sk0 contains an open in-

terval /= (a, ß) lor some integer ko- Choose jo large enough so that

j>jo implies 2ir/mj<\ß-a\. Then U^', ((2wl/m¡)+I) covers the

interval [0, 2ir). Now applying the translation invariance hypothesis

we have supxsto.^supjjijsi | (<2„g)(x)| èh il \\f\\èl- Hence, ||Çnj.|| ^k0

for infinitely many integers n¡ which contradicts the theorem of

Nikolaev.

Examples can be given of a sequence of least squares approximating

projections {P„} satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2 for which

(P„/) (x)—¡/(x) for all x in a countable dense set. For instance let { Fn}

be a sequence of subsets of [0, 27r) each containing 2« + l points and

let Pn be the interpolating projection for F„. Now if one requires

F„ C Fn+i and that the points of Fn are equally spaced when » = 1

+3+ • • • +3\ k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , then Pnf(x)-+f(x) for each xGUF„;
and |P„} satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.

A natural conjecture in this regard is that the translation invari-
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ance hypothesis can be dropped from Theorem 2. The author has been

unable to prove this, however.

III. In this section we give a sufficient condition for every point

of the interval to be a point of divergence for the sequence {Qn} ■

We need first a preliminary result due to Bernstein [l, p. 57].

Lemma 2. Let F„ be a finite set of points in [0, 2+) such that for each

x£(0, 27r), dix, Fn)=iníyeFn \x — y\ ^ir/mn.2 If pn is a trigonometric

polynomial of order re, and win/»^X>ir/-v/2, then

n    n 2X2 i i
»™    ~^2-2~SUP   l*»(*)l   '

2X2  -  7T2   xeFn

Proof. Let Af=||/»„||, and Ar = supiepn |/>B(x)| • Then by a familiar

theorem of Bernstein |/>„'(x)| rgreW. If x0 is a point at which \\pn\\

is attained, then pn' (xo) =0; and hence

| p'nix)\   è  | x - Xo|«2ikf,

and

,          x — x0 r
pnix) - pnixo) |   á J-—^ n2M.

Since ¿(xo, F„) èir/mn, this yields

M -N ^ —- M,
2ml

or

1 2X2
M <-N ^-N.

IT2«2 2X2 - X2
~~2<

Theorem 3. For each n let Qn be a projection from 6 onto the trigono-

metric polynomials of degree ^re. Suppose for infinitely many positive

integers re,- there exist integers m¡ for which

T2rlmf¿nj  =  QnjTir/mj.

If lim supy í»y/«y> it/ y/2, then all points of [0, 2ir) are points of diver-

gence.

Proof. Suppose Xo is a point of convergence then

1 Here |*| is computed modulo 2ir.
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sup sup |(<2»/)(x0)| < 00.
»    11/11 él

But if T2TimnQn = QnT2Timn, then

Ln = sup  I (£>„/) (xo) I  = sup   iQnf)(xo-\--) , / = 1,2, • • • ,m„.
Msi ll/lisi \        mn/\

Applying Lemma 2 to F„= {xo + (2ir//wn)}, 1=1, • • • , mn, when

wzn/»=X>7r/\/2, we have that ||<2n|| ^const. Ln. The hypothesis of

the theorem then implies sup, ||C?BJ| < °° for some sequence of integers

[»,}. This again contradicts the theorem of Nikolaev.

Some rate of growth assumption for mn is necessary in order to

guarantee that all points of [O, 2ir) are points of divergence. For, re-

ferring back to the example of §11, suppose

Mi=l-f-...-f-3*^«<l+---+ 3*+x = nk+i.

Define

1       2b*+1 _i

Qn = —-—"   E   F2ry/(2„t+i)P„r'2r;7(sBt+i).
2»i+l    ,_i

It may be verified easily that Qn is a projection of 6 onto the trigo-

nometric polynomials of order ^». Q„ = P„ if « = »*,•; and if nk^n

<«*+i, r2T/(2ni+i)Çn = QnT2T/(2nk+x). Moreover, for n^nk,(Q„f)(x)

=/(x) if xGFnt- Therefore ((?„/)(x)-+/(x) if xGU„F„.
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